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Glass

Glass manufactures Here vcrJ plentiful 'in all parts of the fort.
A list vroukd.include bbe fol101-r.inggeneral lands: ' -

Beads
Bottles of all kinds.
Glasses for table use
Hagnifying glasses'
Mirrors
Spectacle Lenses
Tubing
Thermometer Tubes
Windowglass
Hatch crystals,

No attempt vdll be made·to describe. the beads in .detail. -.Oolor
reproductions in full size would be the only method of properly treating
them. They will be described by size, calor and shape ,

The smallest beads measured from 1 mm, to "3 mm, in diamet'er,
These occur in vlhite, green, .garnet , red, pink, and light and dar'kb Lue,

The next size rang 0 from.-about 4 mm.to 5- mm.in average- d:Larneter
(a few are as small a s -? mm, ) .and are creamy vmite, often with a: slightly
different shade' of" exterior, apparently a glaze ovcr ia Long tube of glass
before' the beads '-Iore cut int-o size and shape •. 'I'he vsame bead also'; occurs
in a larger size avoraging 1 em•. in di.amcbcz , The 'length of. these 'beads,
both large and small, .Ls usually. shorter bhan..the diameter, but -a .ver'lJ felT
are found in the opposite extreme of being much longe.r than' the diameter.

About the same sizo as the last is an opaque blue type usually
uniform in size and shape and measuring from 3'~~ to almost 5 mm. These
occurred mainly in the area of the two west store buildings. These .beads
were apparently not cut- from tubes but were made of individual globs of '-
hot glass'- Often a .point of glass is found on one end near the hole.

-; .
CylindiicJ.l beads of fairly large size were not .numerous, Four

complete boads made of, an opaque yellow' tubing came from. too Indian Trade
Store. They average 25- mm.in length and about 7 min. in diameter. Other
opaque tublar beads r arige from 5.lTlJTl. to. 10mm. in .Lengbh and 5 mm. to- 7 mm.
in diameter. They OCC}.lrin opaque blues of tvTO shades, in bro •.m and
creamy trhi.be , Hith cores of almost the samecoLor-s, -

Faceted boads comein black (small), brown, milk Hhite, acua«
marine, light and dark blue, br-ownand green. The smaLLcst arc 5 !!1T'i. by
5 mm,, while the largest measure 10 mm , by 10 mm. The holes are usually
uniform in size but tho aquamarine and light blue arc also found vTith the
holes mcaaur-ing 3 mm.on a-ne end end I mm, on the other. '"
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Spherical beads r-ange in size ~rom a cIe ar' green and blue type.
measuring S mm. in diameter to the largest, Hhich is dark blue,· from 12 mm,
to 14 nun. in dia.TUeter. Other colors are rea - both clear and with the
white underlay - and a dark gree~ with a floral iecoration painted around
the outside circuw£erence.

__ Long oval-shaped beads occur in opaque l-1hite, red and blue.
-They range in size from about 8 nun. to 20 mm. in length. The large size
is v1hite and has red, vThite and Green painted decoration in a spiral band
going from one end to the other.

'Glass beads were a most important trade item at this t ime, From
contemporary accounts the warehouses in London must have been bulgi.ng with
casks of beads. At that time they were manufactured both in northern Itoly
.and in China. Hany references are made to Canton beads. So far in the
study of beads it bas not been possible to determine exactly which beads
came 1romEurope and which came from China.

Glass bottles 'of all si zes, kinds am. coIor s were found. -They
fall fairly well :into classes of use for spiri tous liquors, perfumes, medi-
cines, oi2 and :ink. -

From the number of bottles found, the gent Lemenappear to have
been well supplied .dth br-andy, rwn,Madiera: am. Port wine. Rumwas the
most connnonform of liquor if the bottle C01LTltis a true measure of what
was used. Hundreds of dark green round rurn bottles, ~-1erefound in various
sizes, no -bm the same because of their being hand blown. Square br-andy
bottles of the same dark green gla ss were f ound, Hine came in thin
bottles of slightly lighter green color. Several were found with seals
blown into the gLas s; One example was marked on the shoulder with a bunch
of grapes and "CF.ATW'....A.UMARGAUX.lI

Harks on other bottles include the follovn.ng:

LYRE& CO., BRISTOL
T. F. IDFH1AN& SONS,ROTTERDfJ1
H. ROCKETT,ROl'TERDAI-I
OLDRIDGE'SBALMOF COLUMBIAFOR RESTORINGHAIR, 18.26

, ROYT tS GERMANm LOGi\1E,: E. "1.,.HOYT & CO., _ LO~VE~L,I-if.SS.
:SPERMSEWINGOIL - ,- ---
'PER!}ffiGUYOT&CIE.
LUl\TDBORGPARFUMEUR
1-1.K. LEWIS& CO., BOSTON

----' ROBT.~.JRIsrNGTON•.• LONIXm, BYTHEKINGSROYALPATENT,
Jan. 26, 1754

l1AUGENET& COUDR\YIt PARIS
ESSENCEOF PEPPERNINT

Some-.of' the bottles, especially those- for -medicines and perfumes,
appear to have been blown into mo'l.ds, Others were hand blown. All v7ere
of very thin, clear gla ss. 11anyhad been fitted wi t.h .ground glass stoppers,
which were quite plentiful.


